1.
Introduction. By an w-dimensional lattice A we mean, as usual, an additive subgroup with n linearly independent generators of the vectors in Euclidean w-space, R n . If we denote by Z n the lattice of vectors with integral components, then A is the image of Z n under a nonsingular linear transformation: A= {iu|uG^n}, det A ?± 0.
The matrices mapping Z n onto A constitute a coset A U of the subgroup of all integral unimodular matrices, and so det A = | det A | is well-defined. It is convenient to use the same name A for the pointlattice of all points P such that OP is in A.
Minkowski [2] showed that every lattice of determinant one contains a point other than the origin 0 in the cube
and that the same holds if any n-1 of the signs are replaced by strict inequality. Those unimodular lattices, such as Z n , which have only the origin in common with the open cube shall be called critical, as shall the corresponding matrices. Minkowski conjectured, and Hajos [l] proved in 1938, that a critical lattice must contain one of the points (5»i, • • • , 5,-»), i = 1, • • • , n. If A is critical then so is any matrix obtained from it by permuting rows and post-multiplication by integral unimodular matrices: such matrices will be called equivalent to A. An induction argument shows that Hajos' theorem is the same as the assertion:
A is critical if and only if it is equivalent to a matrix with ones on the diagonal and all zeros above, Siegel [3] tried to prove Minkowski's conjecture by showing that, if A is critical, then each point other than 0 of the lattice corresponding to A has at least one coordinate in Z*, the set of nonzero integers. If we consider the set of matrices A denned by the property (P) u G Z n , u 7* 0=$ Au has a component in Z*, then Hajos' theorem would follow from Siegel's result, if it were true that every A with property (P) has an integral row. For in that case we could prove by induction on n that A is equivalent to a triangular matrix with zeros above the diagonal and positive integers on the diagonal. Thus if | det A\ =1, then the diagonal elements must be 1. Conversely, since every A with property (P) and | det A \ = 1 is clearly critical, Hajos' theorem shows that the combination of (P) with | det A | = 1 does imply that A has an integral row.
Unfortunately Here A has property (P) but no row is integral. However we were able to show that property (P) does imply that det A £Z* and to obtain various generalizations of that result.
2. The special case of the main theorem enunciated at the end of the introduction, when A is rational, is included in: PROOF. If A has property (P) then det .4^0, so we only have to show that det AÇzJ-The theorem being trivial for n -1, we use induction. Take an A with (P) and assume that det A is not in /. We shall deduce the existence of an A with (P) such that det-4 = l/g, where g is a prime of J; and then a contradiction follows from a pseudo-analogue of Minkowski's theorem, which we shall prove. LEMMA 
If there is an A with (P) such that det A is not in J, then there exists A\ with (P) such that det Ai-a/q> where a£ / and q is a prime of J which does not divide a.
PROOF. Since / has unique factorization into primes and since det A is not integral, we have det A -a/qb f where a f b, q are in /, q is a prime element, and (a, qb)=J. Multiplying the first row of A by b gives a matrix Ai with (P) such that detAi = a/q, as required.
It is easy to remove from each row of A any common denominator prime to q without affecting (P) or the fact that the determinant has denominator q. Thus we may assume that: (i) A has property (P), (ii) det A = a/q f where g is a prime not dividing a, (iii) some power of q is a denominator for A. PROOF. Since J has only principal ideals, we can find an integral unimodular matrix U such that A U is triangular. By the properties of A we may write the diagonal elements of the new A as a i i -aiq b \ a~ YL a iy iL/bi--1. Multiplying a column or a row of A by a nonzero integer does not affect (P). Hence, if A' is obtained from A by multiplying the first n -1 columns by a n , then A' has (P) and only powers of q occur in the denominators in A''. Since a n is prime to g, we get a matrix A" with (P) when we divide each row of A' by a n . The net result is that ay-a^ii (i, i)?
z£ (^, n), a'n n~(^n . Similarly we can multiply the first n -2 columns by a n -\ and then divide the first n -1 rows by a n _i, and so on. We end up with the matrix PROOF. Rado [4] has given a proof of Minkowski's theorem on linear forms which can easily be generalised to prove this lemma. We may assume B has been put in the form of a triangular matrix, with zeros above the diagonal and elements a\, • • • , a n on the diagonal. Hence 0 < | II*-1 norm a»| < | H norm di\. Let <x if 8j run over complete sets of residues mod a* and mod d if respectively. Then the number of vectors a is | H norm a<|, and the number of 5 is | H norm di\. Thus, there are more vectors 5 than a. Now we assert that for given 5 there is one and only one a such that the equation
is solvable for u£/ w . For n -l, the equation is aiu~8i+ai; and for given Si this is solvable with integral u if and only if a\ is in a certain residue class mod a\, hence for one and only one a.\. Assuming the assertion true for n-~ 1, we know that the first n -l equations are solvable, for given 8i, • • • , 8 n _i, with integral u\, • • -, u n -\ for one and only one («i, • • • , a n -i)-Finally, for given 8 n , the equation
is solvable with integral u n for one and only one a ny as in the case n = l.
Since there are more 5 than a, we can find distinct 5, 5' and some a such that Bu = h+a and J5u / = 5 / +«, where tar and u' are in J n . Since 5^5', therefore u-u' ^O and B(u-u') = h-h'. Now 5,-, 5/ are either equal or in distinct residue classes mod d{\ hence S< -8/ is either zero or indivisible by d{. This proves the lemma, with v = 5 -5', and also completes the proofs of Theorems I and II.
3. Generalizations. Theorem I holds without the restriction that the elements of A lie in K. LEMMA 4. Let K be any field with at least n elements, and let A be an n-by-n matrix over some K-module, such that it is clear that A' also has property (P).
We have thus proved the desired generalization :
THEOREM I'. Theorem I remains valid under the hypothesis that the matrix A is over some K-module.
In particular, if A is over the reals and transforms every nonzero integer vector into a vector with at least one component in Z*, then det A is in Z*.
